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Bala Vikasa Social Service Society

In 1990, Bala V ikasa was established in Warangal, Andhra Pradesh, as an Indian
counterpart to SOPAR, a Canadian Non-government Organization. In 1991, it became a
registered, secular, non-partisan, non-profit, voluntary, social service organization.
Through its collaboration with donor agencies in Canada, Europe and Asia, Bala
Vikasa assumed a dual role, that of an implementer and a fund provider.

Philosophy
People themselves have to be the true agents of change. Development is primarily
for the people and by the people and thus the motto of Bala V ikasa is ‘help
people to help themselves’.

Objectives

• Provide support for socio-economic development of the rural poor, especially
women.

• Plan, implement, monitor, evaluate development programs.

• Provide institutional and professional support to partner organizations.

• Impart required training for interested development professionals and community
based organizations.

Strategy

• Concentrate on holistic development programs, primarily on the intrinsic social
and ethical aspects of human interaction, gradually leading women/community
to economic development.

• Help build confidence and a desirable value system by inculcating discipline
and human values, like dedication to work, self esteem, respect for the
environment, sensitivity to the less privileged, and willingness to participate in
community development activities.

• Build partnerships through collaboration with donor agencies and networks to
share and work together with the people.

• Focus on replicable, manageable, accountable and sustainable development
programs.

Development Programs supported by Bala Vikasa

• Drinking Water through Bore Wells and Over Head Tank systems.

• Surface Water Management through desiltation of traditional water tanks.

• Safe water supply through Water Purification (Defluoridation) System.

• Food security programs through organic farming, drip irrigation and soil enrichment.

• Healthy Environment through tree plantation and plastic prohibition.

. Ensuring quality Education to the Children in Rural Public Schools.

• Youth Empowerment and Participation in village development programs.

• Integrated Women Development Program.

• Community sponsorship and scholarship for orphans and poor rural students.

• Training in Community-driven development through its People Development
Training Center.
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F O R E W O R D

Bala Vikasa - Sharing Series 11

Sharing Series 11, published by Bala Vikasa is the learning from the development

intervention that brings out the impact of two decades of 'Women Integrated

Development Program': 1994-2013, in rural Andhra Pradesh, India. The book is based

on a study conducted by Dr. Ch. Dheeraja and Dr. Rajani Kanth who are Associate

Professors at NIRD (National Institute of Rural Development) and their team.

This Sharing Series 11 depicts how the rural poor women who were empowered

through socio-economic and capacity building programs have turned themselves

into agents of change in their villages and communities and how the empowered

women have played a pivotal role in being harbingers of sustainable community

development in rural Andhra Pradesh. While picking up the positive impact of the

program on the individuals, families and communities, the study also brings out the

future challenges and ways forward.

Bala Vikasa and SOPAR organizations are indeed happy to bring out this booklet to

share the experiential knowledge for the cause of development of disadvantaged and

marginalised women in India and other developing countries.

The Sharing Series 11 contains six chapters including the introductory chapter. Second

chapter speaks about WID program and accumulative achievements of Bala Vikasa.

The third chapter describes the profile of the sample women. The fourth chapter

presents detailed impact assessment obtained from the sample study. The fifth chapter

focuses on the qualitative assessment of change among the members of WID program.

The case studies are presented in the sixth chapter.
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Bala Vikasa initiated the Women Integrated Development (WID) Program in 40

remote villages in Andhra Pradesh in the year 1994. In the last 19 years, WID Program

has evolved as a strong network women’s groups spreading across 1500 villages

reaching out to over 2,00,000 women. Bala Vikasa is convinced that the upward

mobility of these women can be best achieved by building their capacities and enabling

them to reflect, plan, execute and evaluate their own development programs.

Bala Vikasa commissioned an

impact study of the WID

program to Dr. G. Rajanikanth

and Dr. C. Dheeraja to assess

the changes that were brought

about among the women

members and the role they were

able to play as change agents

in their families, communities and villages. This study was done between November

2012 to February 2013 by using sample survey, quantitative techniques and qualitative

assessment tools. The sample for study was done with the involvement of 246 women

who included 180 Women group members, 18 SHA committee members, 18 Field

coordinators and 30 control group members from 6 villages in four districts from

three regions of Andhra Pradesh.

While analyzing the type of members who participated in the study, it was observed

that, most of the sample respondents 82% are from marginalized sections of the

society, while 43% were SCs, 39% were BCs. The majority of women respondents 70%

belonged to the age group of 20-40 years. Education wise Payakapuram and

Peddamupparam villages showed better education with 23.3% of the sample members

completing their high school education. A significant number of the sample

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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respondents 25% were single

women, i.e., either deserted or

widowed. It is good to see that

WID program gives support to

such women. It is observed

that 81.7% of the respondents

were landless. 5% of the

respondents had household

income was between

Rs.10,000 /- to Rs.20, 000/-.

The total average income of the respondents is Rs. 2870/- per month which is not very

bad when it is taken as additional income to the family. It was observed that majority

(80.3%) of the respondents were members in other SHGs also. 5.3% of them are members

in other committees like education committee, gram panchayat, watershed committee

etc.

WID program focused on creating awareness on health issues, hygiene and sanitation,

importance of savings and credit, enterprise development, women’s legal rights,

leadership qualities, village development programs and solidarity programs etc.,

through its awareness meetings and training programs. The study has found that

awareness levels of Bala Vikasa members are higher when compared to those others

who were not the members of Bala Vikasa.

Year of joining and participation in WID programs had direct correlation to the

individual development and social emancipation of the women. Other than thrift and

credit, WID program encompasses various development activities. Some of such

programs are literacy, skills development, tree plantation, jaladanam (offering free

drinking water at public places), helping the orphans and widows, celebration of

national festivals, village development activities and shramadanam (voluntary manual

labor) etc. Participation of WID program members in various programs was high in

all the areas. While commending the impact of all the relevant development projects

in WID program, the study suggests that there should be greater emphasis on skill

training programs, as opportunities for women or participation of women in such

programs is low when compared to other areas of intervention.
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An Index of Change in Empowerment (ICIE) before the implementation of WID and at

present (2012-13) has been analyzed. A scale was developed to measure changes in

empowerment on six dimensions mainly social, economic and political at both

household and community level. The assessment was done at the self perception and

attitudinal change from within as well as their transformation as change agents in

the society around them. As per the responses, there was a substantial change in the

attitudes and perception of women towards themselves and others, in their self

perception and in acting as change agents. SHA members were also exposed to the

index and interestingly it was found that the impact was high among them in their self

perception as well as in acting as agents of change.

Same exercises were done

with the women who are

not the members of the

WID program (control

group) to isolate the effect

of WID program from other

factors by comparing the

changes in empowerment

between WID and non-

WID women. The data shows that the scores before are same for all the Bala Vikasa

WID program members, SHA committee members and non- SHA members. But the

scores calculated for present situation in all the dimensions show that there is a lot

of variation between SHA members and non- SHA members.  It was observed that ICIE

scores are less in the economic dimension at the community level. WID program can

thus focus not only on individual income generating activity but also on group

economic activities.

WID program members were asked to share with the group the changes they

experienced at three levels namely at individual level, at family level and at community

or societal level.
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At individual level: Most

women agreed that burden of

poverty has considerably come

down. Significant number of

women have moved up the

economic ladder and are leading

better life. Being the members of

Bala Vikasa groups helped them to save the money and there was easy access to Bala

Vikasa loans and other bank loans.  The skill trainings in entrepreneurial skills,

dairy farming, tailoring, soft toys preparation, decorative items preparation etc

provided by Bala Vikasa helped the members in taking up different self employment

avenues. The discipline, spirit of hard-work cultivated by groups lead to economic

betterment, thereby resulting in improved status of members in society.

The fact that Bala Vikasa provided a forum for poor women to come together at

regular intervals for sharing their experiences, issues faced by them, the feeling of

unity, confidence and courage are built. Members now feel they could persuade not

only their husbands and in- laws within their homes but also influence the village

elders, leaders and officials in respect of village development like provision of civic

amenities and basic infrastructure. They are able to play effective role in conflict

resolution. Now, everyone have learnt some level of functional literacy like signing,

reading the name boards on buses, shops and ability to do accounts of groups and

take up micro enterprises etc and some are eager to pass higher levels of education

like 10th class and graduation. Few of them, have participated and won the elections

in local governance system and also maintained their political loyalties. Negotiation

skill has seen improvement in varying degrees among different members. They are

able to articulate their views and needs in village panchayats / gram sabhas. They

are now being part of decision making process at all levels.

There is improvement in quality of life as well as increased awareness about good

and healthy eating habits. They gained basic knowledge on first aid and how to take

care of their health, through Bala Vikasa awareness programs. They have realized the

importance of personal hygiene and sanitation and are now going for individual
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toilets. They value the qualities of hard work, honesty, service mindedness and

solidarity gained by them by being member of group.

Now they feel they better know what is good and what is bad. They started giving more

importance to collective interests rather than individual interest. They have shown

innumerable instances of acts of solidarity in helping orphans, old age destitute and

victims of natural calamities, not only within their village but also in their region.

Because of their regular participation in trainings and awareness meetings, women

are exposed to different problematic situations and also learned how to resolve the

issues and thus are now confident enough that they can face any problem. It is very

satisfying to note that many members have become models for others to emulate

positive behavior. The impact is more visible in the cases of women who passed

through the difficult situations and moulded their lives.

At Family Level: WID

members are able to assert

themselves primarily because

of their economic contribution

to the family. Husbands are

also more accommodative of

their changed behavior

because women are able to

provide economic support and

access loans for family betterment. In many families the situation has changed in

favour of women. In most of the issues, the decisions are taken in consultation with

women. Thus they could now exercise value and respect with in the family. They could

motivate the family members too for some activities especially in the acts of solidarity,

hygiene and sanitation, maintenance of kitchen gardens etc. Access to credit and

opportunities for economic enterprises created through participation in the group

has improved the quality of life of the families of the WID program members. Improved

nutrition for all, better health facilities, better education for children (most mothers

are preferring English medium private school education), clothing, acquisition of

consumer durables etc., are changes perceived as indicators of improved quality of

life.
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Acting as agents of change

at community Level: WID

members could visualize

many changes that took place

at the society/ community level

but felt that most of these were

instantaneous responses to

the situations and each situation varied in intensity. On many occasions, women

were able to pressurize the village elders and leaders to join hands with women to

take up public issues like fight against alcoholism, child marriages and atrocities

against women. WID members have become instrumental in changing attitudes

towards widow remarriage and divorces in the villages. Society is slowly changing

dehumanizing practices because WID program members stand behind such victims.

There is a change in the attitude of the villagers towards handicapped, aged and

orphans too and now they are coming forward to help them in association with

women members. There were instances when community has sought the help and

cooperation of WID member, especially in accessing Bala Vikasa and government

programs and solving the problems of the village like drinking water, school, sanitation

and village cleanliness, street lights etc. They are also trying to address the

environmental concerns by taking up plantation work, banning of the plastic bags

usage etc. WID members usually are organizing some events like ‘Vanabhojanam’

(community fellowship) ‘Jandavandanam’ (National flag hoisting)  ‘Jaladanam’ (serving

free drinking water in public places during summer) which are helping in strengthening

the relations, unity and trust building among themselves and some times even with

other community members. The caste discrimination has also been reduced. Members

of higher caste in the social hierarchy participate in the functions and events that

take place in the lower caste

members’ houses without any

hesitation. WID members felt

that they could now gain value

and respect not just in their

households but even in the

community.
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I Could give hope to other Women

Yellamma was born in poor SC family and without

any education got married at the age of 15 years.

Husband was a bonded labourer, where they used

to get only food grain to eat. It was at this time she

joined Bala Vikasa and was taking regular loans

using them for agriculture, purchase of buffaloes &

Oxen, and housing purpose. It was from such a

situation slowly with the hard labour, she could

purchase one acre of land. She could educate her

younger daughter upto B.Ed (Bachelor in Education)

degree and got her married.

As a leader, Yellamma has supported many women

in difficulties. One such instance is that she helped a

young widow Yadamma who had 2 daughters and was pregnant when husband died.

Yadamma’s father-in-law harassed her to leave the home without giving her due share

of property. The women members under the leadership of Yellamma went to police

station took the issue to their notice and finally saw that the property is equally shared

(5 acre each, two rooms in the house, and a share in the bore well water etc.) among the

stakeholders including Yadamma. Though coming from the SC community without any

education, she could learn leadership qualities and solve the problems of the women in

the village. She gained good name and claims all this because of Bala Vikasa.

On the whole, women members expressed that from the status of non-participation

they have learned to be proactive and work towards common good. This impact has

motivated other women to join new groups. More and more women are coming into

the fold of Bala V ikasa. Bala V ikasa strategy of organizing women for social

development first and leading them to economic development and gradually to become

agents of change is proved to be sound. Committed staff and continuous interactions

have helped the members of Bala Vikasa groups to become successful in changing

their lives and that of others too.
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Women Integrated Development Program

Most women in rural

India are socially,

economically and

p s y c h o l o g i c a l l y

vulnerable. They lack

freedom to go out of

their houses, to take

decisions, to earn and

spend their earnings

meaningfully. They are often kept marginalized and victimized in their own

situation. Thus they do not have control over their lives and find it difficult to

raise children with so many handicaps. Empowerment of women, more so that of

rural poor women, is vital to the development of family, community and society

at large.

Bala Vikasa envisioned the WID program with the main objective of empowering

the poor women economically, socially, intellectually, morally and ethically

through capacity building activities. The program was started in 1994 by its

Canadian partner in 4

areas approximately with

5000 women. But today it

has reached more then

2,00,000 women and is

being implemented in 166

areas and 1500 villages

with multiple benefits and

all these program areas

CHAPTER - I
INTRODUCTION
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are in 23 Districts of Andhra Pradesh as

well as in Ballari district of Karnataka

State.

Main activity of the WID program is

formation of SHGs and there by

empowering women.  Bala Vikasa believes

that the best help to give to women is to

build their capacities to think, to express,

to plan and to implement their own

development programs. All activities are

aimed at bringing unity, self-respect, self-

satisfaction and self-dignity and

recognition to women.

In the last 19 years of its journey, WID program has crossed several milestones

to reach the level of very effective and well recognized development program.

Women members in their interaction with the study group have given witness

and analyzed their success and thereby by of Bala Vikasa. Some prominent

achievements of WID program are: the women have learnt to save, read and

write, take up some micro enterprises and undertake development activities.

These changes in the lives of poor rural women have been documented by Bala

Vikasa in reports, case studies, analysis, etc. However, there is a need capture

the impact of these activities in the lives of the beneficiaries more thoroughly

than presently done.

Reaching the milestone of two decades of WID program, Bala Vikasa has decided

to initiate an objective assessment by outsiders to study impact of the WID

program more tangibly on women themselves, their families and communities in

which they live. This study is to provide credible evidence of positive impact of

WID program on women and community development and also give Bala Vikasa

the direction for its future. Accordingly, Bala Vikasa has commissioned a team

headed by Dr. G. Rajanikanth and Dr. Ch. Dheeraja, Faculty members of National

Institute of Rural Development, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad, for conducting an

impact study and entrusted them with the assignment.
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Objectives of the Study

The study concentrates on the impact of WID program on women both in

quantitative and qualitative terms on:

a) Impact on women as individuals

b) Impact on the families of assisted women

c) Impact on their community with assisted women as change agents

Summarily the study looked into

Social Empowerment

• Social - Household (say in HH

matters like health, education,

marriage, fertility matters,

consumption of food etc., decision

making, mobility, awareness of

functions of GP, gram sabha, other

development programs, sharing of

household work, etc.)

• Social - Community (participation in gram sabhas, local institutions, fighting

against social issues, articulation of problems, respect in community, etc.)

Economic Empowerment

• Economic - Household (contribution to family income, freedom to spend on

food, personal needs and HH items, access and control on incomes,

employment opportunities, credit, HH assets, etc.)

• Economic-Community (participation in group income activities, stakeholders

in cooperatives, mahila banks etc.,)

Political Empowerment

• Political - Household (vote

independently, contesting in elections)

• Political - Community (political

campaigning, organising people,

negotiating with officials, counter

gender discrimination / domestic violence, etc.)

13



Change in Self Perception: Self confidence and self respect (positive self-image,

self-confidence, valuing the work done by self, self-respect and self-reliance etc.)

Change in Attitudes: Introvert to

extrovert, selfishness to generosity

(empathy towards aged people/

widows/ orphans/ handicapped,

cooperation among the members,

respect for moral values, unity/

solidarity, trust among the

members, care for village, common

good and environment etc)

Agents of Change: Bringing changes in

the society (whether the members

enabled other members to overcome the

socio-economic problems, fight against

violence/ discrimination, build

confidence in them, take up income

generating activities, contest or vote in

the elections, participate in the village

development activities, help orphans/

widows/ handicapped etc)

Methodology

a) Data

Since the project under study is development oriented specifically focusing

on empowerment of women and impact of the empowerment in acting as

agents of change, both quantitative and qualitative assessment of impact

has been adopted. Primary and secondary data have been collected.

The primary data involved the

collection of information/ data

directly from the target group i.e.,

women members through a

structured schedules, FGDs

(Focused Group Discussions), case

studies etc. The team has also

recorded anecdotal versions of

stakeholders to record observations of perceived impact.
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Secondary data for the study has

come from project documents

like progress reports,

supervisory mission reports,

studies and evaluations done

by SOPAR, Bala Vikasa or other

agencies etc.

b) Study area & Samples

In the preliminary discussions with Bala Vikasa as well as the TOR provided

for the study, it has been agreed that one hundred and eighty (180) women

members from six (6) villages, which are considered representative were to

be selected for the study. It has also been decided that while selecting the

villages the following criteria would be adopted.

• Three villages from Telangana region, two villages

from Andhra region and one village f r o m

R a y a l a s e e m a

region of Andhra

Pradesh are to be

selected randomly

based on the scale of

operation in those regions

• Preference is to be given to older

group members to capture the impact.

• In order to have comparison younger

group members (1 - 2 years age) were also selected.

The proportion of older and younger group members

is to be kept at 80:20.

• All the members are to be selected randomly.

• In order to capture the qualities of leadership

and also to study the impact of women working as

change agents 18 (3 per village) SHA members are to

be selected randomly

15



• To isolate the impact of WID, control group i.e women with same socio-

economic profile but not the members of Bala Vikasa group (5 members per

village) are also selected randomly.

Final sample contained 6 villages and 180 women group members, 30 control

group members, 18 SHA committee members and another 18 coordinators. Details

of study area and samples are presented in Table-1.

Table - 1: Sample of the Study

c) Data Analysis

The survey instruments included structured schedules for Women Group

members, SHA Committee members, non-SHA members and interviews with

coordinators.  Information was collected on the socio-economic profiles of

the women members such as size of the household; land holdings, sources

of income, level of education, marital status etc.  Details about the

institutional affiliation, holding of formal positions in the traditional and

the non-traditional institutions etc., were also collected. The respondents

were also exposed to certain stimulating situations to gauge their attitudinal

change towards gender equations in economic, social and political spheres.

A Likert Scale (3 point scale) dealing with aspects of empowerment was

administrated to collect the opinions and develop scores. The responses of
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the control group are helpful in delineating the contribution of Bala Vikasa

group membership to the changed empowerment (Before-After and Control-

Experimental design was adopted to isolate the contribution of membership

in Bala Vikasa groups from the other factors).  Scores were worked out for

each household in regard to the social-economic and political (gender)

equity / empowerment of women.

The FGDs (Focused Group Discussions) laid emphasis on the changes

experienced in empowerment by the women members within themselves,

within their families and in the village and also their own assessment of

Bala Vikasa's contribution to the empowerment as well as other facilitating/

hindering factors. Participatory scoring was carried out during FGDs to

analyze the contribution to gender equity in the community.

The interviews with coordinators were carried out to ascertain their

perception of empowerment among women members, the role played by

them in the whole process of women empowerment and the specific efforts

made by them etc.

Limitations of the Study

The activities of Bala Vikasa have spread to 23 districts in Andhra Pradesh

covering around 2,00,000 women. The sample for the study, however, was limited

to only four districts and a sample of 180 women drawn from different groups.

However, Bala Vikasa has taken care to ensure that the sample groups are

representative of the general performance of the project. The findings and

assessment presented in the report, therefore, is based on this limited survey of

sample groups and women. The results of this impact assessment should be

read within this limitation for any generalizations.
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Bala Vikasa WID program gives paramount

importance to enhancing women's intellectual

capacity, inculcating human values, bringing

about attitudinal changes, encouraging

economic empowerment, boosting leadership

qualities and developing group building skills.

Due to these capacity building initiatives, Bala

Vikasa women have gained immense self-

confidence and are able to freely interact,

express their views, plan and execute the

development activities by themselves. In the last two decades, the numerous innovative

activities for the women's integrated development have resulted in the transformation

and development of not only the women, but their families and the communities at

large. Bala Vikasa also empowers the partner institutions that join hands, to reach

out to a greater number of women in disadvantaged situations.

Operational Structure

The project area of Bala Vikasa in each district is divided into areas/ centers.

The program is carried out through different centers. A center comprises about 5

to 10 villages depending on the size of the villages. A center consists of about 100

Self Help Groups (SHG) consisting of approximately 1000 women which is called

as Self Help Association (SHA). Each SHG has an average number of 10 members

and is represented by one woman leader who is elected by the group members.

Thus 100 groups have 100 leaders who in-turn elect SHA Executive body. The SHA

committee members are trained and equipped to lead and manage certain

development activities of their center. As majority of them are very poor and

CHAPTER - II
WOMEN INTEGRATED

DEVELOPMENT (WID) PROGRAM
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illiterate, the process is gradual. As of now, there are 166 areas/ centers are

organized and 79 SHAs are formed in the state of Andhra Pradesh.

A team of three field coordinators facilitate the program implementation for

each Area. This team overseas the new group formation, training and other

facilitation work including overseeing sanction, disbursal, repayment of loans

and other development activities in the target region. Preparation of area-wise

action plan is also the responsibility of this team. The uniqueness of Bala Vikasa

program is, the entire WID program from top to bottom is managed by women

only. Thus both the coordinating staff and the women feel free to express

themselves and plan any development activity.

Program Villages :  5-10/Center

Center 10 Center 11 Center 12 Center 13 Center 14 Center 15 etc.......Center 1...........

Women Program Centers (Areas) :  146

Vill. 4 Vill. 5 Vill. 6 Vill. 7Village 1........... Vill. 8 etc.......

W.G 10 W.G.11 W.G 12 W.G 13W.Group 1........... W.G 14 etc.......

Women Groups :  2-20/Village

G. M. G. M. G. M.Group members etc.......

Women Members : 10-12/Group
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There are about 300 field coordinators in the field and a team of monitoring and

guidance of the program at Head Office coordinated by Program officer. The

entire WID program is closely guided by Mrs. Bala Theresa Gingras, founder of

Bala Vikasa.

Though the several groups in the village operate their saving and loan account

individually at SHA level, all other social development activities and capacity

building activities are carried out commonly. Networking of group leaders at

district and project level has been established and there are regular and periodic

meetings and conventions of these leaders to share experiences and get oriented

to new initiatives.

Bala Vikasa believes that the best help to give to women is to build their capacities

to think, to express, to plan and work towards their own development. All activities

are planned to bring unity, self-respect, self-satisfaction and self-dignity and

recognition etc. There is no room for caste, religion, ideology and politics in any

of the WID program activities. All are treated equally with respect. Bala Vikasa

takes pains in preparing the women for all kinds of development activities, and

follows them up seriously. Program is multi - faceted and it is bringing

immeasurable positive results.
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Bala Vikasa way of working with women

The field staff facilitates

formation of groups and

orients them towards group

action and helps them

experience strength of

women coming together.

Self-help groups of 10

women each are formed and

savings and thrift activities are initiated. The monthly saving collection and

internal lending takes place during the monthly meetings on a designated day,

which is strictly adhered to. The field staff of Bala Vikasa participates in these

meetings, and this becomes the venue to discuss various aspects of improving

the life of poor women. One or two topics, at a time, are taken up for discussion.

Aspects of saving, economic activities, health, nutrition, literacy, education,

environment, solidarity, humanitarian concerns, ethical aspects of life,

superstitions etc., are issues, which are discussed in these meetings. Intellectual

development of members is addressed through adult education.

Social Development, with a view of building their confidence and bring in desirable

value system forms the formative part of the strategy of WID program. Economic

development through provision of small loans to start and manage micro

enterprises once the group is stabilized which approximately takes one year

time. Economic assistance (Vikasa Loans) begins with a small loan of Rs.2, 000

or Rs.3, 000. As the members grow in confidence in utilizing and managing the

smaller funds and develop a financial discipline of prompt repayment attitude,

gradually the loan size is increased to Rs.10,000 and to Rs.25, 000 or more.

Amount of loan is determined by the entrepreneurial performance of individual

members. During all this period, the field staff of Bala Vikasa interacts with

group members on a continuous basis as guides and facilitators. At present due

to the rigid rules of the Government, the Vikasa loans are stopped but still

internal lending from their own savings is helping the members to take up income

generation activities.
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Another special feature of the process adopted by Bala Vikasa is that, the groups

and the individual members are encouraged to access to other on-going

government sponsored schemes or programs. Bank linkages either directly or

through Government schemes are established to enable some of the capable

women members to move up the ladder. While this improves the extent of financial

and their assistance available to a member or group, for our study, it may become

difficult to isolate the economic impact of Bala Vikasa on women.

Capacity Building Programs

Capacity building is a

continuous process

for Bala V ikasa.

Monthly meetings of

group members are

systematically used

for this purpose. In

order to perform this

function effectively,

the field staff undergo regular training and orientation. Exposure visits, sharing

of new information with members in general congregations are a regular

phenomenon. In the entire program villages vikasa day trainings are taking place

with the help of Bala Vikasa field coordinators. The purpose of these training is:

Information sharing, motivation on the activities of the month, planning and

decision making on the programs to be implemented during the month. During

these meetings the coordinators give input sessions on literacy, health, social

justice, water and sanitation, sustainable agriculture, environment etc. Through

these regular group meetings women have felt affinity with one another; they

gained unity and group spirit, which brought strength to the group. The

coordinators use different methods to communicate with women. Through

monthly meetings women have learned to listen, to think, to express their ideas,

to speak freely without fear or shyness.
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In order to build the

strong leadership

qualities Bala V ikasa

constantly reminds and

encourages the group

leaders to take up their

responsibilities and act

on them. Through these

leadership trainings

women with suppressed and hidden capacities are now given chance to come

out in open and develop their hidden talents, skills etc.

Trainings are given at all levels in the program. The coordinators are the real

agents of change in the process of development in the rural areas. They are

closely in touch with the reality of rural poor especially women. An average of

12 training programs in a year are conducted for field coordinators to have

good knowledge and skills. These training sessions are helping the teams to

improve their knowledge and skills for the effective functioning of the program

in the villages. During these sessions the coordinators are helped to learn

program planning, implementation methods, analysis etc.

In order to provide training to field staff and as well as to partner organizations

a 'state of the art' People Development Training Centre (PDTC) has been

established by Bala Vikasa at Warangal. Adult education modules, in a joyful

learning mode, have been developed and used as material for adult learners.

Bala Vikasa takes new partner organizations and manages the program with

them in their areas for 5-6 years. As the SHA/SHGs grow and mature, they are

handed over to partner organizations that manage their program on their own.

Bala Vikasa continues to have linkages with these partners. All the handed over

coordinators continue attending the training programs at Bala Vikasa atleast

twice a year.

As democratic committees are essential to manage the program in a sustainable

manner, the SHA system came into existence as Bala Vikasa model. The leaders

are equipped with the knowledge of program matters through many capacity
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building programs. SHG leaders themselves elect the SHA committee members.

Bala Vikasa arranges the capacity building training sessions to all the committee

in a continuous process.

It is observed that because of the steadfast efforts of Bala Vikasa, women are

able to tackle different issues like gender discrimination, wife beating, alcoholism,

child education, child labor, dowry harassment, illiteracy etc.            Apart from

this, majority of the women participated in planning and doing many group

activities such as sapling plantation, kitchen gardens, name boards installation,

national festivals' celebrations, showing solidarity and helping orphan children,

old and destitute, semi orphans children, making their own villages as a model

with various components, attending area level and state level conventions and

showing their strength, getting drinking water projects, roads, sanitation, health,

education etc. There were many instances of SHA members fighting with

government officials to get gas connections, ration cards, health centers, railway

gate etc. Thus the women leaders are taking initiatives by themselves for the

development of the village. Achievements of WID program are given in Annexure.

The elected leaders and successful members of the SHGs have become 'mentors'

for other women. This is a sign and a credible indicator of sustainability of Bala

Vikasa's approach to women development.
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As indicated in the earlier chapter, the impact assessment was done based on the

interaction with over 180 women group members and 18 SHA committee members

drawn from 6 villages of six Bala Vikasa areas located in four districts of Andhra

Pradesh.

Profiles of Sample Women Members

Towards developing a comprehensive understanding of the change in living

standards, attitudinal change, empowerment and leadership, it is quite necessary

to prepare the socio-economic and demographic profiles of the respondents. The

detailed data is presented in statistical tables as well as graphs.

Caste

Caste and Empowerment

are interrelated to each

other. Caste of the

respondents has its own

importance in the Indian

society. From centuries

few castes are enjoying

the privileges and few

other castes are

marginalized. If we

observe the data, the

most marginalized section of the society, i.e., SCs are to 43% and other backward

castes are 39%. However, the participation of STs, minorities and OCs was low.

Across the villages, there are no major differences. This shows that the programme

is being reached to the socially and economically backward people.

CHAPTER - III
PROFILES OF SAMPLE WOMEN

MEMBERS

27
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Table-2 : Caste

Age

Age of the respondents

has some implications

for empowerment. If we

observe the data, the

dominant age group of

women respondents

belongs to the category

of 31-40 years (37%)

followed by 21-30 years

(32%). This implies that

almost 70% of the

members are in the

active age group.  Above 60 years members are seen significantly (23.3%) in

Nemmikal area which shows even aged women are interested in WID program

and sometimes it acts as a social security to them. It is also an indication of

stability and sustainability of the membership. Detailed table with division of

age is presented in Table 3.



Education

Education plays an

important role in

people's awareness

and participation in

the WID program

and there by

experiencing the

change towards

e m p o w e r m e n t .

Majority of the

respondents, i.e.,

43.3% were illiterates. Overall, 15% of the respondents completed their primary

education and 17.8% of the respondents completed their secondary education.

Education wise Payakapuram and Pedamupparam villages showed good

performance with 23.3% of the sample members completing their high school

education.
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Table-3 : Age of the Respondents
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Table-4 :

Occupation /

Activity of the

Respondents

Marital status

Majority of the sample members in the WID were living with their husband and

children (75%). However, a disturbing observation is that a significant number of

the sample respondents (25%) were single women, i.e., either deserted or widowed

and it is very good that WID gives support to such women.

Occupation

The occupation status of

the respondents helps to

assess the livelihood

opportunities and the

need for WID program. It

is evident that for a

majority of the

respondents' occupation

is agriculture labour

(18.9%) and non-

agriculture labour

(18.3%); however for 7.8% cultivation is the main source of income. The impact of

the WID program can be seen by the respondents whose main source of income

has shifted to petty business and that is very high to the extent of 32.2% and such

number is high in Payakapuram (66.7%) and Kilchinpata (53.3%) villages. There

are significant variations across the villages and those can be observed from the

table 4.



Status of operational land holding

The land holding status is an important variable to ascertain the economic

condition of the respondents. It is observed that 81.7% of the respondents were

landless. Another 7.5% of the respondents owned less than one acre of land (sub-

marginal farmers) and only 8% respondents owned 1-2.5 acres of land (marginal

farmers). If we look at the differences across the villages, though the trends are

same, in Payakapuram and Kilchinpet total respondents are landless and they

were the main

beneficiaries of

WID program.
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Average annual income

Income of the respondents is

another critical variable

which can influence the

empowerment. Annual

incomes of the sample

member households were

computed to ascertain the

economic levels of the

household and there by their

standard of living. It is

observed that majority of the

respondent households

(43.3%) are in the

classification of incomes Rs.

50000/ to Rs. 100,000/-. The

percentage of respondents

with household income below

Rs.20, 000/- are 5% followed

by 24% respondents earning Rs. 20000/- to Rs. 50000/-. Similar trends are found

in all villages. More details can be seen from the Chart and the table 6.
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Table-6: Total Annual income of the family for 2011-12



An attempt was also made to measure the average monthly income of the

respondents as WID programme lays focus on income generation of its members.

It was observed that the average monthly income is highest in Pedamupparam

(Rs. 4000/-) and Nemmikal (Rs. 3491/-) villages, which are two of the oldest

villages of WID program. The total average is Rs. 2870/- per month which is not

very bad when it is taken as additional income to the family.

Type and Nature of Housing

Type and Nature of Housing are also

important to know the standard of

living of the respondents and there

by the impact of the WID program

on them. By the responses it is

observed that, 85% of the sample

members live in own house and only

the other 14% live in rented houses.

When it is enquired about the type

of housing, 52 percent of the

respondents live in the pakka houses and another 42 percent live in the semi

pakka houses. It is only 7% respondents that live in the kachha houses. Similar

trends are seen in all the sample villages.
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Facilities in the house

As WID program focus on personal hygiene and sanitation and building of the

toilets as one of the activities of Bala Vikasa, the study tried to find out as to how

many respondents houses have toilet facility. It was found that in 85. 6 per cent

households have toilets and such cases are high in Ganapeswaram and

Payakapuram villages. When it comes to drinking water facility with in and

nearby household, 87.8% respondents reported such facility and such number is

high in Pedamupparam and Katriyala villages. This facility relieves women in

spending much time on fetching drinking water and there by concentrating more

on other activities. Details are presented in the table 8.
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Membership in the village development organizations

Details about the institutional affiliation, occupation of formal positions in the

traditional and the non-traditional institutions like Self-Help Groups, Gram

Panchayat, Watershed Committee, Village Development Committee, Cooperative,

Caste Association etc., have been made use of, to assess the 'social capital' of the

women member households and the concomitant capabilities. As design all the

members are Bala Vikasa group members. Other than that, it was observed that

Table-8: Latrine and Drinking Water facilities



majority (80.3 per cent) of

the respondents were

members in other SHGs

also. Very few (5.3 per

cent) of them are members

in other committees like

education committee,

gram panchayat and

watershed committee. An

attempt was made to

know whether the

respondents are just

members or holding any

formal positions in the

committees. It was

observed that 44.4%

respondents were holding some formal positions like leaders of the group,

sarpanch, watershed committee chairman etc. The other 55.6% respondents were

just members.
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Table-9: Holding any formal position in

any of VDO
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Awareness and Participation in WID Program

Awareness about Bala

V ikasa and WID

activities in Bala Vikasa

among the rural folk in

general and the group

members in particular

are critical to success

of the program. If

awareness levels are

high, members do

participate and thus the

change would also be high. So in the present study an attempt was made to

analyze by percentages of participation as well as derive at a score of the

awareness levels of the people on different parameters. As such WID program's

focus on many aspects especially creating awareness on health issues, hygiene

and sanitation, importance of savings and credit, enterprise development,

women's legal rights, leadership qualities, RD programs and solidarity programs

etc. through its awareness meetings and training programs. The study tried to

analyze whether awareness has increased because of the WID program in these

specific areas. As per the responses, it is found that in all the areas significant

levels of awareness has increased. Overall awareness regarding enterprise

development is comparatively low. There are village wise differences like in

Payakapuram, savings and credit, enterprise development and leadership

qualities are high. In Kilchinpet, awareness on sanitation and drinking water is

high. In Nemmikal all the respondents could realize the importance of savings

and credit activities. Peddamupparam, as the WID program started long back

reported good awareness score in all the areas.  Details are given in the table 10.

CHAPTER - IV

IMPACT ASSESSMENT
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Awareness score

Awareness score was

calculated based on

awareness in ten areas

like awareness on health,

hygiene, sanitation,

drinking water, savings

and credit, enterprise

development, women's

legal rights, leadership

qualities, solidarity

programs and other rural development programs by other NGOs and government.

The Awareness scores ranged from 0 to 10 points to each individual. Accordingly

scores are calculated and percentages are drawn. This process is done for both

the women group members as well as the SHA committee members. As per its

awareness score among the members of sample villages, they ranged from 97.3%

points (Payakapuram) to 93% points (Ganapeswaram, Nemmikal and Katriyala).

There is a difference between the awareness levels of women group members and

SHA committee members. In all the villages awareness levels of SHA committee

members is higher compared to the awareness of women group members. But

surprisingly it is low in Kilchinpeta village and the reason could be that

Kilchinpeta is the recent addition to WID program, where the SHA committee

members are also new to the program.

Participation of women members and SHA committee members
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Participation

Participation is a rich concept that varies with its application and definitions.

For some, it is a matter of principle; for others, practice; for still others, it's an

end in itself. Participation, in another sense of involvement, can be seen in a

variety of ways. It has been argued to be the most crucial to gender empowerment

and as such it is applicable to WID program too. In general though a broad cross

section of the community is encouraged to identify and articulate their own

goals, design their own methods of change and pool their resources in the problem

solving process. Still marginalized sections of the society like SCs, STs, minorities,

women, physically challenged persons are not able to grab the opportunities of

the program. So even in the present WID program, where it focuses on women, the

level of participation is important to have the comprehensive understanding of

the quality of participation and there by realizing the optimum benefits out of the

program.

Year of joining in WID Program

The duration of

participation in WID

program is a key

element in assessing

the impact of the

programme on the

members. It was

observed that 31.1%

of the respondents

joined in the

programme in the

period of 1994-2000, another 22.2% have joined in the period of 2001-05 and

other 33.8% of the respondents joined in the period of 2006-10. Only 8.3% of the

respondents joined after 2010. However, there are variations across the villages

and in Kilchinpet village significant number of respondents (30%) joined after

2010. More details can be seen from the table 11. The retention rate of members

and long-term participation is indication of sustainability and effectiveness of

the WID program.
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 Participation in WID activities

As discussed earlier

other than thrift and

credit, WID program

encompasses different

activities. Among them

few are plantations,

Jaladanam, helping the

orphans and widows,

celebration of national

festivals, village

development activities

and Sramadanam etc. So as a whole, to assess the levels of change in the

empowerment of the members, it is essential to look into the participation rates

of the members in different activities of the WID program. It was observed from

the responses that attending group meetings, participation in savings and thrift

activities, celebration of national festivals and participation in solidarity

programs was very good compared to participation in trainings and income

generation activities. Though the trends are same village wise differences exists.

Increased focus should be laid on skill training programs. Details of participation

levels in various programs can be seen from the table 12.
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Participation Scores

Participation score was calculated based on participation in 14 activities of

WID program like group meetings, awareness meetings, trainings, savings and

thrift activities, income generation activities, village development activities,

celebration of national festivals, vanabhojanalu, jala dhanam, health camps,

plantation, skill trainings, widows program and solidarity programs. The

participation score ranged from 0 to 14 points to each individual. Accordingly

scores are calculated and percentages are drawn. This process is done for both

the members as well as the SHA members. As per it participation score among the

members of sample villages, ranged from 79.8% points (Katriyala) to 88.6%

points (Payakapuram). There is a difference between the participation levels of

women group members and SHA committee members. In all the villages

participation levels of SHA committee members is either higher or same compared

to the participation of women group members. But surprisingly it is low in

Ganapeswarm village indicating SHA committee members may not be that active.

Opinions of the members about Bala Vikasa WID program

Opinions of the respondents were sorted whether they felt WID program has

helped them to deal effectively with regular savings and thrift activities,

interaction with upper caste/ class people, accessing development programs
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and credit, increased

workload, social

insecurity, medical

problems, basic literacy,

village development

activities and acquiring

leadership qualities etc.

It was found that in

almost all areas WID

program has helped the

members. Village wise variations are also very minimal. Details are presented in

the graph and the table 13.
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Table-13: WID helped you to deal effectively

When it was enquired about

the satisfaction levels of the

respondents regarding being

the member of WID program,

86% of the respondents

reported as very good and

another 12% as good.

Insignificant level (one per



cent) of respondents reported as satisfactory and not satisfactory. The reasons

for their satisfaction also were enquired and the respondents reported many but

few out of them are that the activities like thrift and credit helped them. Now their

confidence to overcome the problems has increased, with change in attitudes

they are helping some orphan children and widows which is giving satisfaction.

They concluded that because being a member in WID program they are leading a

meaningful and dignified life.

Index of Change in Empowerment

The term empowerment covers a vast landscape of meanings, interpretations,

definitions and disciplines ranging from psychology and philosophy to the self-

help and motivational sciences. Sociological empowerment often addresses

members of groups that social discrimination processes have excluded from

decision-making processes through - for example - exclusion based on disability,

race, ethnicity, religion or gender. One way to deploy the empowerment of women

is through enabling them to exercise their rights. Bargaining power, ability to

assert themselves in various aspects of their life, economic independence, self-

respect and confidence, political participation, be it the ability to vote and voice

opinions or being elected, ability to make choices for oneself are few areas

which can be viewed as indicators for the empowerment. It is also strongly felt

that micro credit also offered a way to provide empowerment for women.

During the last two decades some development interventions by both the

Government and NGOs such as social mobilization, formation and networking

and capacity building of women Self Help Groups (SHGs) have been put in place

to create a congenial socio-economic environment towards bringing a change in

power relations between men and women at the household and community level.

The present intervention in the form of WID program of Bala Vikasa with all its

inbuilt strategies of group formation, capacity building and economic support

to take up micro enterprises is likely to add the much needed synergy   and hasten

the process of social change. Positive changes in gender relations in turn is

expected to lead to Women's empowerment, which  is a process and an outcome

of the process, by which women gain greater control over material and intellectual
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resources and challenge the ideology of patriarchy and the gender based

discrimination against women in all the institutions and structures of the society.

However, empowerment is a dynamic but slow process; it will take a long time to

bring changes in women and particularly those from among the poorer

households.

To measure changes in empowerment through WID program, the following

variables have been selected:

Awareness: Knowledge about importance of health, education, sanitation,

rights, cooperation, development initiatives, in general and of WID programs in

particular.

Participation:  Extent of participation in WID programs, political process

and social issues.

Mobility: Freedom to move out of the house and within village and outside the

village for contacting staff and elected representatives or to do work.

Economic independence: Improved access to work opportunities, enhanced

say or control over their earnings and to spend money for meeting their needs.

Access and control over resources:  Income security facilitating improved

access to and control over resources and services and ownership of assets.

Improved access to basic needs:  Increased income leading to improved

health care, child care, nutrition, education and better access to housing, water

supply, sanitation and energy source.

Bargaining power: Increased employment opportunities plus ability to take

advantage of these opportunities help in negotiating for equal wages / better

wages in the labor market.

Decision making: increased role in decision-making related to reproductive

and productive   responsibilities within the household and management of

community based services.
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Organizational ability:  Improved membership in local institutions, ability

to mobilize and organize for collective action to address /counter social issues

Perceptual change

• Self-Image: enhanced perception of own individuality, interest and value

• Self-confidence: improved perception of one's own ability and capacities

• Visibility and respect: increased recognition and respect for individual's

value and contribution to the household and community

• Self-reliance: reduced dependence on intermediation by others for access

to resources, markets, local institutions plus increased ability to act

independently.

Change in Attitudes

• Empathy towards widows/ orphans/ handicapped,

• Cooperation among the members,

• Development of Moral values,

• Unity/ solidarity,

• Trust among the members,

• Care for village and environment

Acting as Agents of Change

Whether the members enabled other members to

• overcome the problems,

• fight against violence/ discrimination,

• build confidence in them,

• take up income generating activities,

• contest in the elections,

• participate in the village development activities,

• help orphans/ widows/ handicapped

Keeping all the above indicators in mind, an Index of Change in Empowerment

(ICIE) before the implementation of WID program and at present (2012-13) has
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been developed and presented here. A scale was developed to measure changes

in empowerment on six dimensions mainly social, economic and political at

both household and community level and self perception and attitudinal change

within her and her working as change agent. Accordingly, scores were arrived at.

As per the responses, there was a great change in the attitudes followed by self

perception and in social sector which includes both household and the community.

The change where women members perceived the change in acting as change

agents is also very high (before 12.8 per cent and now 70.6 per cent). In the fields

of political and economic spears both at household and the community, the

change perceived was low.

SHA members were also exposed to the index and interestingly, it was found that

the change was high in acting as agents of change and self perception, which is

expected from them.

Same exercise was done to the women who were not the members of the WID

program to isolate the effect of WID program from other factors by comparing

the changes in empowerment between WID members and non-WID women (control

group). Towards this end, a sample of control group was chosen with similar

socio-economic background of the sample WID members. The data shows that
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the scores before are same for all the Bala Vikasa WID members, SHA members

and non Bala Vikasa members. But the scores calculated for present situation in

all the dimensions of social, economic, political, self perception, change in

attitudes and agents of change show that there is a lot of variation between

members (both WID members and SHA members) and non Bala Vikasa members.

The percentage of change in empowerment before joining the WID program and

at present (putting all the areas and drawing a single score) was calculated for

major three groups like members, SHA committee members and control group of

all the six villages. It is observed that the change for the WID program members

and SHA committee members is almost same with some minor deviations but is

drastically low to the control group.

From the above analysis we can recommend that as the ICIE scores are less in

the economic dimension at the community level. WID program though focuses

on individual income generating activity well it should also focus on group

income generating activities.

ICIE scores are also calculated village wise and was found that it is high in

Pedamupparam (84.2 per cent) and low in Kilchinpeta (59.4 per cent). Though

the empowerment score is low to the Kilchinpet village, the incremental increase

is 53.8 percent, which is on par with other villages.
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 Detailed graphs and the tables are presented below.
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Table-14: Change in Empowerment - Women Members

Table-15: Change in Empowerment- SHA Members

Table-16: Change in Empowerment- Control Group
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 Factors influencing Index of Change in Empowerment (ICIE)

a. ICIE for different caste groups
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Caste plays a very influential role in the present day society.  Therefore,

comparison of the ICIE scores caste-wise has been made. As per the existing

norms, empowerment scores were high for STs(32%) and Forward castes

(20.5%) before joining WID and 82.5% and 77.2% at present. SCs and OBCs

also have shown good increase in the scores like 55.2% and 57.1%. Though

the empowerment score was least in the case of the minorities (12.5% before

joining WID), the same has been risen to 58.9% at present. The incremental

increase was 46.4 per cent which is a positive indicator. The details are

given in the graph Fig.20.

b. ICIE and year of joining in WID

It was sought to examine whether any relation exists between the number of

years of association with WID and the changes in empowerment. It was

found that the empowerment score was highest (81.7%) for the respondents

who were members since 1994- 2000 and it was lowest (56.6 per cent) for the

respondents who could join WID only after 2010. It was also observed that

the empowerment scores have not varied much across the categories of

respondents who have joined in either 2001-05 or 2006-10 and it stood at
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an average of 68.6% and 67.1% simultaneously. So, it is observed that there

is a direct relation between the number of years of membership and the

empowerment scores.

Coordinators’ Perceptions

In the present assessment study a schedule was also canvassed to the

coordinators to collect their opinion about the WID members. A three point

scale was developed to know about the awareness, participation and

empowerment levels among the WID women. It can be observed that the



coordinators felt that awareness levels are high among 77.8% of the WID

members. Their participation is also good in attending the meetings/

trainings(100%), savings and thrift activities (94.4%) and solidarity

programmes (94.4%). Income generating activities and village development

activities, their participation should increase. In the same way they felt that

empowerment is good in social dimension at community level when

compared to household level.  They also opined that WID women should be

empowered economically and politically too. They recognised that almost

89 percent of the women developed leadership qualities. The details are

presented in the table 17.
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An attempt was also made to find out the satisfaction levels of the

coordinators in terms of support they are getting from the office as well as

from the households. It was reported by cent per cent of the coordinators

that they are satisfied from the support given by the office. They also said

that they get good support in terms of capacity building, financial aspects

and opportunity to participate and share in meetings. They also felt that the

Bala V ikasa management constantly motivates and gives proper

Table-17: Opinions
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encouragement and also gives support in coping up with the work. They

also help in gap finding as well as gap filling in their performance. They

feel that from top to bottom the support is given.

When it comes to the support they get from the family members, 83.3%

respondents reported 'Yes' and the remaining 16.7% 'No'. Majority

respondents felt that their family members recognize the value of the work

they do in working with needy women and serving the society at large and

so they encourage and give support. Many respondents also said working

with Bala Vikasa is like a status symbol and also the family members

support. The money earned by the coordinators in the form of salary also

attracts the family members to support. In many cases the husbands, in-

laws and even children share the household work and encourage the

respondents to go to job.
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Participatory tools of Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and small group discussions

were used to assess the change qualitatively that took place in the members at

individual, family and in the community because of WID program. The FGDs were

conducted in all the six sample villages. Other than 18 SHA committee members and

another 18 coordinators, who formed the sample to collect the detailed investigation,

the groups meant for FGDs were constituted by 180 women group members of WID

program.

Process of conducting FGDs

After the mutual introduction of the Impact Assessment Team and Group

members in every village, the purpose of the visit was explained to the members.

General experience sharing took place for about half an hour of the initial

interaction as a sort of 'Ice-breaking' and building up of rapport and trust. Then

the exercise moved on to identifying the parameters for measuring the impact in

terms of changes that took place in their own lives. The entire exercise went on

participatory mode and as group assessment. List of perceived changes (both

tangible and intangible), as told by the members was prepared by writing down

each point. When all possible changes had been listed, the group members were

asked to review while the team members read out to them all possible changes.

The team members facilitated the WID members in identifying overlapping or

similar issues and then the list of changes were finalized. Then the WID members

were asked to group the changes at three levels namely at individual level, at

family level and at community or societal level. The WID members were then

asked to rank the changes that have taken place at the three levels taking into

consideration the intensity and incidence of changes. The process was common

CHAPTER - V
QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF

CHANGE
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in every sample village but the depth of discussion varied across the groups and

interestingly, considerable level of commonality was seen in the list of changes

identified by the members. But the perception of group members varied while

ranking the changes that took place at different three levels. The ranking given by

the members while making the assessment based on these changes is presented

in the table 18:

Ranking the changes identified at three levels (self, family and the society)

From the table 18 it is clear that majority of the people in four villages felt

changes are more visible and more intensive within self and that is why they

ranked it one. Next they could perceive the changes are more in the family and

ranked it two and finally the society, which was ranked three.  There was some

deviation in the perceptions of the members of two villages.

The general list of changes at all the three levels was again discussed in small

groups so that a chance for those who could not express in large group was

facilitated. It also acted as a triangulation before documenting the changes

expressed by women.  The following are the expressions of women (a comparison

of their situation between 1998 and 2012) some specific highlights of the opinions

are presented.
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I. At Individual Level:

In the discussions facilitated by the team members,

the WID members introspected themselves and

visualized the changes that took place within them

as follows

a. Well being. Most women agreed that burden

of poverty has considerably came down.

Members are able to recognize the economic

benefits and its resultant impact on the

quality of life. Significant number of women

have moved up the economic ladder and are

leading better life.

b. Savings and Access to loans: Being the

members of Bala Vikasa groups helped them

to save the money and there was easy access

to Bala Vikasa loans and other bank loans.

They could even take up many income

generation programs. There are several

inspiring examples of success stories. This

also had an impact on the informal money

lenders in the village both in demand side

and reduction in the interest rates levied by them.

c. Entrepreneurial skills: The skill trainings like dairy farming, tailoring,

sewing, soft toys preparation, decorative items preparation etc provided by

Bala Vikasa helped the members in taking up different self employment

avenues. The discipline, hard-work culminated by groups led to economic

betterment, thereby resulting in improved status in society.

d. Confidence and courage:  The fact that Bala Vikasa provided a forum for

poor women to come together at regular intervals for sharing experiences,

the feeling of unity, confidence and courage are built. A sense of security

gained by women in difficult situations is worth noticing. 'We feel happy to

be together to overcome any problem which was not the case earlier'.
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e. Persuasion skills: Members now feel they can not only persuade their

husbands and family members at home but can also influence the village

elders, leaders and officials in respect of village development programs like

provision of basic amenities, infrastructure etc. and resolve conflicts.

f. Personal development: Ability to attend meeting and move out of the house

independently, interact with development agencies and articulate their view

points have been cited by members as the sign of their growing management

skills and there by empowerment.

g. Literacy: Awareness on literacy had given them

motivation to read and write among the members

which they never gave a thought earlier. Now,

everyone have learnt some level of functional

literacy like signing, reading the name boards of

bus and ability to do simple accounting of groups

and micro enterprises taken up etc and some are

eager to pass higher levels of education like 10th

class and graduation.

h. Leadership qualities: It was

reported that there was a major

change in acquiring the

leadership qualities and a few

of them, have participated and

won the elections in local

governance system and also

maintained their political

loyalties.

i. Negotiating Skills: In the earlier situation these women never had a chance

to negotiate. It was always men who did any negotiation. This skill has seen

improvement in varying degrees among different group's members. They are

able to articulate their views and needs in village panchayats / gram sabhas.

They are now being part in decision making process at all levels.
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j. Health and nutrition: Now, their nutrition and food consumption have seen

tremendous increase. There is improvement in quality of life as well as

increased awareness about good and healthy eating habits. They even know

many things about the basic first aid and how to take care of their health

through Bala Vikasa awareness programs.

k. Increased hygiene: Through Bala

Vikasa WID program, they have

now recognised the importance of

personal hygiene and sanitation

and are now using family toilets.

l. Ethical values: They value the qualities of honesty and solidarity gained by

them by being member of group more than others. Now they feel they

understand better what is good and what is bad. They have started giving

more importance to collective interests rather than individual interest.

m. Compassion and solidarity for others has been shown in innumerable

acts of solidarity by helping orphan children, aged destitute, physically

challenged and victims of natural calamities, not only within their village

but also in neighbourhood irrespective of the incomes they get.

n. Problem solving skills: Through participation in continuous trainings and

awareness meetings women are now exposed to different problematic

situations and also resolving methods and thus are now confident enough

that they can face any problem.

o. Ideal for others: It is vivid and clear that many women members of WID

program have now became the models for others to emulate their good

behaviour and leadership qualities. These model women have passed through

the most difficult situations and achieved success for their families and

communities.
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II. At Family Level

All the changes that took place within the self

of the women members have percolated down

into the families too. The members felt that the

intensity of changes that took place at family

level is also high.

a. Status in the Family: WID program

members are able to assert themselves

more and more in their families these days.

This is primarily because of their economic

contribution to the family. Husbands are

also more accommodative of the changes

because they are able to access loans for family betterment. In many families

and in most of the issues, all decisions are taken in consultation with women.

Thus they are now able to feel the value and respect within the family. Overall,

there is a great change in treatment of family members and there by

relationships within the family too became more cordial.

b. Change in family member's behavior/ attitude: There was a drastic change

in the attitude of the family members towards WID members and their

programs. They could motivate the family members too for some activities

especially in the acts of solidarity, hygiene and sanitation, maintenance of

kitchen gardens etc. It was because of the realization that WID members

have practiced what they believed and preached. Children in the family are

proud of seeing their mothers attending meetings and discussing the issues

and they see her as a role model emerging within the family.

c. Quality of life: Access to credit and opportunities for economic enterprises

created through participation in the group has improved the quality of life

of the families of the women members. Improved nutrition for all, better

health facilities, better education (English medium private schools), clothing,

acquisition of consumer durables etc., are changes perceived which indicated

improved quality of life. Though economic benefit brought in by women goes

to the betterment of whole household, women still had independent control

over their income.
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III. At Community Level

WID program members could visualize many changes that took place at the

society/ community level but felt that most of them were responses to individual

and common problems faced by people mostly women. These responses often

happened at the instance of the situation and they were varied in intensity.

a. Pressure Group for social activism: On many occasions, women were able

to pressurize the village elders and leaders to join hands with women to take

up public issues like fight against alcoholism, child marriages and atrocities

against women.

b. Change in Attitudes: WID members are

instrumental in changing attitudes of

community towards widow remarriage and

divorces. Society is slowly accepting such

practices because WID members stand behind

such victims. There was a change in the attitude

of the villagers towards handicapped, aged and

orphans too and now they are coming forward

to help them in association with Bala Vikasa.

c. Taking part in village development activities: There were instances especially

in accessing the Government programs and solving the problems of the

village like drinking water, school, sanitation and village cleanliness, street

lights where village community has sought the help and cooperation of WID

members. Open defecation has reduced and the women are even actively

participating in the village cleanliness programs through Sramadanams.

Due to the promotion of safe

drinking water projects, the

waterborne deceases also

reduced. They are also trying

to address the environmental

concerns by taking up tree

plantation work, not using

the plastic etc.
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d. Social relations events: WID

members usually are organizing

some events like 'Vanabhojanam'

'Jandavandanam' 'Jaladanam'

which are helping in strengthening

the relations, unity and trust

building among themselves and

some times even with community

members. They are getting good

recognition in the community for these activities.

e. Respect in the community: There is a general opinion in the society that

members of Bala V ikasa WID program are more aware of social and

community issues. They are taken into confidence in the process of village

development as well as conflict resolution situations. They have amply

demonstrated their ability to identify and analyze the problems. WID members

have felt that they could now gain value and respect not just in the households

but even in the community too.

f. Change in social relations:

WID members also feel that

because of the Bala V ikasa

activities, the caste

discrimination has been

reduced in the villages now.

Members of higher caste

people in the social hierarchy participate in the functions and events that

take place in the lower caste members' houses without any hesitation. They

dine together and help each other. They stated that first it started among the

members and then has spread to the community.

g. Change in economic dependency: Another interesting phenomenon stated

by the members is that in the villages there was a reduction in the interest

rates levied by the money lenders as there was easy access to the loans by

Bala Vikasa and internal lending that goes on in the WID groups. The income

earned from taking up income generation programs reduced dependency on

hard labour works. Women are now in a position to negotiate equal and fair

wages too.
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Final word

On the whole women members opined that from the status of indifference or non-

participation they are now pro-active in working towards common good on social

issues particularly social injustice. This has motivated other women to form

new groups and more and more women are coming into the fold of Bala Vikasa.

Non-Bala Vikasa members and new entrants are also motivated by the visible

changes in all the spears of social, economic and political among the older

members of Bala Vikasa project and certify that they are now acting as change

agents.

Bala  Vikasa strategy of organizing women for social development first and

leading them to economic development and gradually to become agents of change

is proved to be sound. Committed staff , their continuous interactions and tranings

have helped the members of Bala Vikasa groups to become successful and change

their lives and that of others too.
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CHAPTER-VI
CASE  STUDIES
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Journey from Depression to

Confidence and Courage

R. Padma from Pedamupparam village is 37

years old and is one among three sisters and

a brother. Because of poverty, parents got her

married at an early age to Satyanarayana, a

RMP (Registered Medical Practitioner) doctor

as second marriage. They had two children.

Husband had all bad habits and was infected

by HIV. He used to torture her and was not allowing her to go out or share her

problems with any one. When all villagers came to know about the HIV infection,

he left the village out of shame. Padma was left alone desperate without any

support from either parents or other relatives. She had attempted suicide

twice but was saved by the neighbors.

After she came to know about Bala Vikasa's support to rural women, she

joined the group. She came to know about many things about health and also

about HIV. She slowly gained support of her group members and filed a petition

for divorce. Though she was not given divorce, she got agreement done in the

court of law  that husband will not disturb her and also the house in which

they are living will remain for her. Now she is earning some money from bidi

(local cigar) making and has taken up a petty business with loan taken from

Bala Vikasa group and started earning some regular additional income too.

She admitted her two children for primary education in a private school with

partial support of Bala Vikasa and then in government residential school. She

has applied for Anganwadi Aya (Care taker at government run creche) post and

got it with the support of villagers. Now she is taking good care of her children

and leading happy life though living away from the husband. The social support

she is getting in the village is also good. Thus she could gain self confidence

and courage from the stage of depression. Now she is so confident and is

supporting other people who are in problems. She also proudly stated that she

could help her parents too in getting their government pension.
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She is now model to many women

in the village

Varanasi Padma: V. Padma was born in a poor

landless family as one among six children. Though

interested, she could not go to school. She got

married at the age of 17 and the husband was a

tailor by profession. In due course of time she

had first son and then came to know that husband got used for bad habits like

alcoholism, sexual contacts with others etc. She tried her level best to change

him and even stayed away from him for five years for the cause. But she did

not succeed in changing him and after having three children at the age of 33

years he died. All the children were small when she lost her husband.

When husband was suffering from ill-health she has joined Bala Vikasa

group. She has learned the skill of tailoring. This helped her to overcome the

problems and got the moral support from the group. She could stabilize herself

by participating in all the activities of Bala Vikasa. She could even become

the group leader. She took frequent loans and repaid them regularly. She was

the first person in their village to learn literacy skills of reading and writing

through Bala Vikasa. She didn't stop there and has passed 10th class in

distance mode.

Taking inspiration from the mother, her children too studied well and now the

first boy finished MBA (Master of Business Administration) and got a job,

second son is doing CA (Charted Accountancy) and third son is studying MCA

Masters in Computer Application). All children respect her, value her and

listen to what she says. She could get good recognition in the village and now

is seen as a model for such women who are in problems. She has now became

good counselor for such women in the village.
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Acting as a change agent

Soma Lakshmi came from very poor family

who had to sustain from half acre of land.

She was one among three children and did

not go to school. At the age of 12 she was

married to her paternal aunt's' son and

migrated to Hyderabad. Her husband used to

look after her very well. She did not go out for

any work. She had three children. One daughter died immediately after the

birth and a son too died at the age of 6 years. Husband suddenly died in an

accident when she was 18 years and she was left with a son who was two

years old. After seeing three deaths of three family members in a very short

period, she became so depressed that she was not able to do even the regular

tasks. She was so dependent on the husband that the loss of him made her so

insecure and she could not even visualize the future.

She came to her parents and started living with them. After two years she

began to face ill treatment in mother's house. She started staying in a separate

house and became a member in Bala Vikasa group. She received timely moral

support from the other members of the group. She was living on only the

widow pension (Rs.200/- per month) and the widow support (Rs 5000/- per

annum) given by the Bala Vikasa. She underwent skill development training

in tailoring. She has suffered a lot while undergoing the training as she had to

adjust with just Rs.200/- of monthly income. Later she purchased a sewing

machine taking a loan from Bala Vikasa group and took up tailoring as

income generating activity. She took another loan of Rs.5000/- and purchased

falls, blouses, sarees and developed the business to Rs.20000/- in one and

half years. Now she stitches the cloths and earns more than Rs.200/- every

day. She has achieved economic stability and security and is happy. As a Bala

Vikasa group member, she has learnt literacy skills grew from member to

group leader, village leader and SHA Committee member of Bala Vikasa

programme. After seeing her talent and interest, Bala Vikasa offered the post

of Coordinator. She has now started a new life as a change agent working for

the cause of other oppressed and poor women.
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Could prove herself as leader

when an opportunity was given

T. Sarada, was born in a middle class family, got

married to a RTC Conductor at the age of 18 years

and came to Kedarigudem village. She studied up

to 10th class. She became a member in the Bala

Vikasa group in the year 2000 and was actively

taking part in all the meetings, trainings and activities of Bala Vikasa. She

was also active in other government programmes like 'Velugu' and was a

facilitator to many more groups. She also became the village development

leader and was participating in all the activities of the village. Basically

born with the leadership qualities she has fine tuned herself through the

training programs of Bala Vikasa.

When the Sarpanch position was reserved for BC (B) women, she was identified

and made Sarpanch unanimously. Wih the encouragement of Bala Vikasa

groups she was elected unanimously and the village was awarded Rs.5,00,000

cash prize too. The experience of Bala Vikasa WID group leader helped her a

lot in performing well in the new job. Though she could get the family support,

it was more informal. She was happy in taking up the development work that

were useful for the village like roads, housing in SC colony, desilting of the

tanks, silt application in the farmers’ lands, construction of tank bund, water

purification plant of Bala Vikasa etc. She felt, though she faced some sort of

difficulties by the party politics in the village no one could blame her as she

was unbiased and pro-poor. Thus she states the experience of Bala Vikasa

helped her to do her duties in fair and impartial way by enhancing the qualities

of leadership.C
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Growing as entrepreneur

Vijayamma is from Nemmikal village of

Nalgonda District. She studied upto 7th class

and was married at the age of 12 years, to a

boy who knew tailoring skill. She was given

some gold and money during the marriage.

All the money was spent on purchase of the

old house by their in-laws. When they were forced to sell the house to clear

some debts, they were left with no money. By that time they had two children.

They have decided to migrate to Maharashtra and husband started working

as a tailer in a company that produced ready-made garments.

 One fine day their child got sick and he was paralyzed. They have to spend

more than 50,000/- for tests and no doctor could diagnose the case. They

went to many hospitals but could not get the proper diagnosis and treatment.

Though finally the boy was treated with local ayurvedic treatment, they were

left with huge debt and they had to return to the village.

She faced many difficult days when husband stayed away and she was not

having proper source of income. She then joined Bala Vikasa. She learned

and made use of the tailoring skill by taking loan from Bala Vikasa group and

purchasing a sewing machine. Now the money sent by her husband was used

to repay the debt. When she got the confidence she persuaded her husband to

come back. When he came back she took another loan purchased of another

sewing machine. Both of them started working on them. She purchased a new

room which was made into a tailoring shop. Later they could make it a

professional tailoring shop by purchasing one over locking machine and one

zigzag machine. Now they are able to earn upto Rs.15,000/- per month.
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Solidarity shown by group

members in raising orphan

children

Jyothi Padmavathi and Nageswara Rao are the

couple with three children (Asha Jyothi, Usha and

Anjali). As they did not have any livelihood, they

migrated to Mumbai. Children were studying in

Mumbai. Nageswara Rao was suffering frequently by fever and other illness.

When they went for health checkup it was found that he was HIV positive. In

such situation when the couple wanted to come back to their village and did

not have any money for even buying the tickets, they requested the villagers to

help. Bala Vikasa group members responded out of compassion and collected

Rs.1000/- and sent the amount to them towards travel expenses.

After coming to the village Nageswara Rao died in two months and Jyothi was

also infected HIV+. In the entire struggle the group leaders supported them

morally, financially and also providing them food, medicine and other things.

In another two years Jyothi also died and the children were in age of 13,11 and

5 years respectively. Group leaders Ganapeswaram with the support of group

members gave all the support to the children. They took the issue to the notice

of Bala Vikasa and joined them in the hostel for good education. After two

years the second child Usha who was suffering from a serious ailment with a

hole in the heart needed immediate surgery. Bala Vikasa helped in taking up

the operation. The group leaders took care of all arrangements like blood

requirement etc. The girl regained her good health.

Now the first child finished nursing and is doing a job. Group members also

talked with her maternal aunt and got the marriage of the girl performed.  Two

other children are also studying well. The children are happy feeling wanted

and cared for by everyone in the village and are full of gratitude to the group

members and Bala Vikasa.
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Support from Bala Vikasa group

made them secure in the old

age

Tulasi was married to Venkateswarlu who was

an agriculture labourer. Her husband worked

hard but found it hard to feed the family. They

had one girl and one boy. Parents of Tulasi

gave one acre of land to them after seeing their problems. Without proper

awareness they performed marriage of their daughter when she was just 12

years old and gave the 1 acre of land in the form of dowry. They were left

without any land.

Tulasi joined the Bala Vikasa group at this juncture. She took a loan of Rs.3000/

- and added her own savings and purchased a buffalo. This became their

livelihood and year after year she took loans and purchased 7 buffaloes. Her

husband was unable to do the labour work and he too started taking care of

the buffaloes. Dairy farm had become their primary livelihood source. They

able to sell fourteen liters of milk in the market at an average rate of Rs.40/-

per liter and approximately earned Rs.560/- per day. This had helped her to

overcome all the financial problems. Her son has started working in Hyderabad

as they could get him the Coffee machine. Now she feels proud of herself, when

in the initial stages could not contribute anything to the family but now she is

the main supporter of the family.

Her children are settled now. With suffeciaent savings she feels confident

about her future too. Tulasi involves herself in the solidarity programs in her

area and likes supporting the aged people who have no one to support.
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From just making a living to

teaching others

M. Aruna completed her graduation and got

married to Seenu. Though Seenu was a post-

graduate, he could not get any job. Aruna joined

Bala Vikasa in 2003. They started a type institute

with four type machines to support their family

Aruna could get more loans from Bala Vikasa group ranging from Rs.3000,

5000, 8000, 10000, 15000 and 25000. With the help of loans she gradually

improved the number of typing machines in the institute from 4 to 12.

But in the course of time demand for typing decreased and demand for computer

education had increased. So she went ahead and purchased two computers

and a Xerox machine. She had to undergo training and took lot of strain in

teaching computers. She now started giving coaching not only in the type-

writing but also in the computer programmes like MS-Office, DTP, accounting

packages and  C, C++ language etc. As her husband found another employment

she is able to manage the entire institute alone.

After deducting all the expenditure she is able to earn Rs.10000/- per month.

She feels happy that she is motivating many housewives to learn the operations

of computer. She learned many things from Bala Vikasa like managing skills,

self development and leadership. She feels proud in running the institute and

especially when her seniors and others come to her to learn.
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Story of Latha, who learned

from her own child

K. Latha got married at the age of 15 years,

when she was studying in 10th class. Her

husband Shiva was a driver. He used to look

after Latha very well and was not allowing

her to go out of the house. They had one

daughter Nayasree. When daughter was 7 years, her husband died due bone

cancer. When husband expired everybody blamed her and she was asked to

leave the house with her daughter without any share in the property.

Latha started living with her mother. Latha did not have any skill and was in

depression as she could not do any work and had to depend on the mother.

They faced many difficulties and could not even have sufficient food to eat. Her

daughter was joined in a school by the Christian missionary, where she used to

get one meal. It was sad to know that her daughter at the age of 8 used to clean

the utensils in some houses to get one more meal for her mother.

When Latha came to know about how her daughter was working, she strongly

decided to do something. That was the time when she joined Bala Vikasa and

could get full moral support and encouragement from the group. After seeing

other members she too underwent skill training and took a loan to start an

enterprise of making garlands from artificial flowers. She started earning

Rs.3000-4000 per month.

After she joined Bala V ikasa, she started sharing her problems of the

widowhood and got good support from the group. Now she no more feels

depressed and learnt many skills of management of her family. With the help

of Bala Vikasa she is able to get her daughter's education and now her daughter

is doing Polytechnic engineering.

She also got motivated by her daughter to learn computer course inorder to

make her life more meaningful and useful. She also states that the empathy

they get from other group members made them more sensitive and they are now

helping two orphan children for their education.
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Annexure
Performance of WID in certain time intervals

74

S.no Indicators 1994 2000 2012 

1 Number of Areas 4 72 166 

2 Number of Villages 80 731 1315 

3 Number of Districts Covered 4 13 23 

4 Number of groups formed 320 5760 15868 

5 Number of women covered 3200 64992 201547 

6 Number of SHAs formed 0 0 79 

7 Number of field coordinators 20 176 300 

8 Number of Training programs given 6T/8D 15 T/25D 12T/30 D 

 



Abbreviations / Glossary

Bala Vikasa : Bala Vikasa Social Service Society

B.Ed : Bachelor of Education

CA : Charted Accountancy

DWCRA : Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas

FGD : Focus Group Discussions

Gram Sabha : Village Assembly comprising all voters

Gram Panchayat : Local Self-Government at Village Level

HH : Household

HIV : Human Immunodeficiency Virus

ICIE : Index of Change in Empowerment

Jaladhanam :       Free distribution of water at public places

Jandavandhanam :       National Flag hoisting ceremony

Mandal : Unit of administration for 20-25 villages.

MBA : Master of Business Administration

MCA : Master of Computer Applications

NGO : Non- Governmental Organisation

OBC : Other Backward Caste

OC : Other Castes

RD : Rural Development

RMP : Registered Medical Practitioner

SHA : Self Help Association

SC : Scheduled Caste

SHG : Self-Help Group

ST : Scheduled Tribe

Sarpanch : President of Village Panchayat

Shramadhanam :       Voluntary manual labour

SOPAR : Society for Sharing, Canada

TOR : Terms of Reference

Vanabojanam : Community fellowship in the woods

WID : Women Integrated Development program
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Sharing series, published by the Bala Vikasa People Development Training Center

(BV PDTC), as the name suggests, is based on Bala Vikasa’s eagerness to share the

outcomes of research and studies conducted at the grassroots in collaboration with

the people for whom development programs were and are intended, with like-minded

organizations and donor agencies, who could use the insights gained to plan and

implement their own programs. 

Sharing Series 1 (SS 1), “Before and After: Impact Study on

Bala Vikasa Integrated Women Development Programme

(IWDP)”,  April 2004. ISBN 81-902248-0-8

Sharing Series 2 (SS 2), “Water: Bridging the Gap: Impact Study

on Bala Vikasa Water Programs”,  May 2004.

ISBN 81-902248-1-6

Sharing Series 3 (SS 3), “Micro credit: Not Just Money!: The

Story of Bala V ikasa Integrated Women Development

Programme Loan Facilities”, March 2005.

 ISBN 81-902248-2-4

Sharing Series 4 (SS 4), “Drinking  Water: A Catalyst for

Community Development”, Bala Vikasa Drinking Water

Programme:A Holistic Approach to Community Development,

March 2006. ISBN 81-902248-3-2

Sharing Series 5 (SS 5), “ABCD: The Bala Vikasa Way”, An Asset-

Based Community Development (ABCD) Approach for

Sustainable Development, December 2006.

ISBN 81-902248-4-0

Sharing Series 6 (SS 6), “The Environment: A Cross-Cutting

Theme for Sustainable Development”, Bala V ikasa: An

Environment Policy for Action, December 2007.

ISBN 81-902248-5-9
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Bala Vikasa People Development Training Center
Fathimanagar, NIT (post) Warangal 506004, Andhra Pradesh, India

Phone: +91-870-2453255/2453356 � Mobile: 9849165890

� E-mail: balavikasapdtc@gmail.com � website: balavikasa.org

For information about PDTC and its Sharing Series please contact:

Sharing Series 7 (SS 7), “Drinking Water: Pure and Safe”, Bala

Vikasa Water Purification Program (WPP): Outcomes of the

program, Case study  and WPP Manual for NGOs, June 2008.

ISBN 81-902248-6-7

Sharing Series 8 (SS 8), “Capacity Building:Increasing

Awareness And Changing Mindset”, Empowering Elected

Women in the Panchayati Raj Institution, August 2009.

ISBN 81-902248-7-5

Sharing Series 9 (SS 9), Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP):

A Motivational and Empowering Tool for Community

Development, Using NLP as a tool to empower women leaders

and poor rural widows, August 2011.

ISBN 81-902248-9-1

Sharing Series 10 (SS 10), Changing Mindset, Story of a

participant at the one month Community Driven Development

Training,  conducted by Bala Vikasa People Development

Training Centre, January 2012.

ISBN 81-902248-8-3

Sharing Series 11 (SS 11), Bala Vikasa Rural Women: Agents of

Change for Sustainable Community Development,Impact study

on Bala Vikasa Women Integrated Development Program (WIDP),

March 2013.

ISBN 978-93-83190-00-3
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This booklet is published by Bala Vikasa People Development Training Center.

Map of  Andhra  Pradesh -  Ind ia

Bala  V ikasa Programmes
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Bala Vikasa is a registered, secular,

non-partisan, non-profit, voluntary

social service organization in India,

working mainly in Andhra Pradesh

for a common goal: to help the

people to help themselves without

distinction of caste and creed.

Bala Vikasa
H. No. 1-1-867, Siddarthanagar,

NIT, Warangal-506 004, A.P. India

Phone : 0870 - 2459287

Fax : 0870 - 2453256

E-mail : balavikasa@sify.com

Website: www.balavikasa.org

Reg. No. 569 of 1991 FCRA No 010360036

ISBN 978-93-83190-00-3
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